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Monday: Invitational Pairs
10 am
Max 4000 MPs per player
6:30 pm

Pro-Am Swiss Teams 6:30 pm
Second Mondays only

Tuesday: Open Stratified Pairs 10 am
749er Pairs
10 am
Open Stratified Pairs 6:30 pm
199er Pairs
6:30 pm
Wednesday: Open Stratified Pairs Noon
499er Pairs
Noon
Thursday: Open Stratified Pairs 1 pm
199er Pairs
1 pm
Friday:

Vol. 24, No. 8

Grand Opening of New Lightman Bridge Center

Club Schedule

499er Pairs

August 2019

Open Stratified Pairs 10 am
749er Pairs
10 am

Saturday: Open Stratified Pairs 1:30 pm
499er Pairs
1:30 pm
Sunday : Open Stratified Pairs 1:30 pm

MEMBERSHIP FEES AND
FREQUENT PLAYER CARDS

Membership fees for the Lightman
Bridge Center are due. The annual dues
are $65.
Game fees are $7 for members, $10
for non-members.
Frequent Player Cards are available
to all Lightman Bridge
Center Members. Get one
from any director. Write
your name at the top of
the card, along with the
current month and year.
Each time you play in a
club game, record the
game date and time in a
SPADE on the card. When you play 9
games in a month, you receive a free
10th game which can be used any time.

There were four-suited signs pointing the way to 8180 Sedgwick Way on
Tuesday, July 30. There were the requisite “oohs and ahhs” of many who
had not yet seen the size of the main playing area, three walls of windows, the accent
color of teal/turquoise/whatever, the engaging abstract painting, or the perfectlycoordinated kitchen/dining area that is the
heart of any bridge center. There were red,
black, white and yellow(?) balloons on the
ceiling (until two or three were loudly extinguished, thus waking up several bridge
players with zero-point hands). There was a
rousing ribbon-cutting ceremony, complete
with the acknowledgement of myriad individuals who worked like proverbial dogs to
make this day possible. This was then folThe ribbon-cutting ceremony.
lowed by champagne, which helped lessen
the aches and pains of weeks of physical and
mental exertion. There were a couple of crazy cooks in the kitchen, slinging salads and sliders with total abandon, because a resplendent lunch buffet more than makes up for a morning of missed slams and miscommunications. There was a director who had officiated over the previous day’s
game, so she was rapidly mastering the ins and outs of a new environment.
There were the same bridge tables, chairs and drink stands as before; but
somehow they all looked shiny and new. And most importantly, there was
a feeling of pride and comradery that truly made the new Lightman Bridge
Center feel like what it is: our new home!

‘New’ Directors at Lightman Bridge Center

With the move to the new site, the Lightman Bridge Center has added
several directors to its weekly game schedule. These individuals join our
current distinguished directors, Diane Dillman (who runs the Monday and
Tuesday morning games) and Jane Eason (who oversees the Tuesday
night and Thursday afternoon games). The Center’s new game on
Wednesday afternoon is being run by Sue Ray, who took the Director’s
Course earlier this year. Thus, she is the only truly ‘new’ director in this
group and is hoping to have not only an open game but a limited game
running concurrently. The Friday game is under the auspices of Linda
Green; and the Saturday open game will be run by Sam Whitten. Linda
and Sam are experienced directors and are now bringing their expertise to
Lightman. Also returning to the world of directing duplicate bridge is
Tom Ebers, who ran several games in Nashville before he saw the light
and moved to Memphis. He is directing the Sunday afternoon open game
and would like to add a limited section. In addition, he is hosting the
Monday evening game, which will be limited (strat to be determined). Of
course, the second Monday night of every month will be the ever-popular
Pro-Am Swiss (with pizza), where he will be working with Tony Greene
of ACBL fame. Please welcome these four new directors by playing in
their games to support the Lightman Bridge Center.

Thank You, Bill!

After almost five years serving as our
club manager, Bill Demetriou has retired.
I know that his wife has been wanting this
announcement for a while!
There is a lot more to being a club manager than
most members understand.
You are at the beck and call
of everyone for all kinds of
emergencies that arise, and
there are countless duties
that go unnoticed by most.
One hears a lot more complaints than thank-you’s! It is even hard to
be able to play a game of bridge because
there is always something that requires immediate attention.
But we do thank you, Bill, and hope that
you enjoy your retirement and your family!

Congratulations!
New Ruby LM
Sharon Ohsfeldt

Thank You, Deborah!

“Deborah, DEBorah, deborah, DEBORAH!” Deborah Harrington
must have heard this 10,000 times over the past two years! She has
been our guiding light and our star through the whole
process of moving to 8180 Sedwick Way. From the
time she joined Lightman, she has been a mover and
a shaker. Long before she was president of the board,
we appreciated her talents and her foresight in realizing that we had to get out of Kelley Road. While it
was a wonderful facility in its time, old age had
unfortunately caught up with it. It was time to move!
And Deborah was the one with the vision, the aptitude and the passion to make that happen.
After looking at approximately 30 properties, the
move committee finally found a home for Lightman. That’s when the
really hard work began! Getting the new place into shape took lots of
imagination and a vision of what it could be. Deborah had both! Once
the deal was finally struck, Deborah spent countless hours and much
blood, sweat and tears in making Lightman Bridge Center a reality.
No one but Deborah knows how many meetings she had to sit
through, and how much time she spent communicating with the owner, the engineer, the contractor and so many others. Every last detail,
she took care of! And as VT Gala pointed out, we owe a huge debt of
gratitude to Deborah’s husband, Bill. He did so much to help us get to
where we are and to have this beautiful new home. So thank you, Bill!
Unfortunately for Deborah, we will still be saying, “Deborah, DEBorah, deborah, DEBORAH” because we can't survive without you!
You are still our guiding light and our star! Thank you, Deborah, for
all of your hard work. Years from now we will still be enjoying the
fruits of your labor! Brava!!
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